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To my wife  - Florence
daughter - Wing Yan

God created the great creatures of the sea and every living 
and moving thing with which the water teems, according to 
their kinds, and every winged bird according to its kind. And 
God saw that it was good. 

God blessed them and said, “Be fruitful and increase in num-
ber and fill the water in the seas, and let the birds increase on 
the earth.” (Genesis 1:21-22)



How does the creator create this world full of nature wonder. This is the first series about 
the wonders in this world. This starts from GULL.  They are very common in this World but 
have many species with almost same voice of sound. The voice is not so sweet but distinc-
tive --- Noisy bird.

The actor of this book is Ring-Billed gull who is familiar throughout most of North Amer-
ica characterized with yellow bill, black ring, staring pale eye and limited dusky flecking 
on head. Orbital ring can be dark gray in winter, brightening to orange-red in spring. The 
Ring-billed is a medium-sized gull with a fairly short, slim bill.

Gull often flies overhead by the hundreds or feed together at a beach, urban area or field. 
Ring-billed Gull circles and hovers to look for food; they also forage afloat and on foot. 
They often congregate around humans, at garbage dumps, parking lots, and freshly plowed 
fields. 

Gull is a kind of migration birds. Ring-billed Gull nesting colonies normally on the marshy 
of lake or pond. The female lays 2-5 eggs, typically three. Incubation is 23-26 days by both 
sexes. 

This book shows the beautiful of surfing, landing, and habitation and it shall provide an op-
portunity to appreciate this nature wonder.



Keeping wings in a bow form 
for the choice of up or down



Gull is flying at the stalling speed. 
The extended and splayed feathers act 
as lift in the same way as an aircraft’s 
slats and flaps.



Bowing wing surfing



Wide-open wings surfing freely



Wide-open wings lifting 



Landing with wide-open wings



A styled right-angle turn



Surfing with a slating angle



Full wings surfing



Keep wings in bow form for 
changing of surfing speeding



High-degree difficulty  of 
surfing



Surfing freely



Nice surfing with back lighting



Landing Preparation



Close-up look surfing



High speed surfing



Emergency landing



Under high sunlight spot, 
surfing shows so distinctive



Very skillful Lifting up 
with his prey



Then surfing away



Landing along 
a right path



Vertically surfing



Got it....   Got it......  &  Lifting up .....



So nice surfing with my food
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Oh  no !!     Poor judgement --- Landing



A big jump diving with zero-score
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Balancing by extended wings



A baby crying



Sun bath after surfing



Wonderful prey-- Crustacean 



Thank you
Welcome feedback to 
Dicktamphoto@gmail.com




